RAISING AWARENESS
OF THE MAGNITUDE
AND RAMIFICATIONS OF
ILLICIT TRADE

POWERED BY

Illicittrade.com’s purpose is to create a higher level
of awareness of the magnitude and consequences of
illicit trade.
The website provides information on stakeholders who are
involved in the fight against illicit trade, global news that is released
everyday on current trending topics, and reports that are publically
available in regards to the illicit economy. The website includes a
wide scope in this field, thus, Illicittrade.com is the platform to stay
up-to-date with information about the illicit economy.

STAKEHOLDERS
Discover the institutions, governments, private sectors, and security
solution providers who are concerned and actively involved in the fight
against illicit trade.

INSTITUTIONS: Whether it is to measure it, create and agree on policies, to
enforce it or to raise awareness about it, institutions play an important role in the
fight against illicit trade.

GOVERNMENTS: llicit trade costs governments billions of dollars in forgone
revenues and is one of the main enablers of corruption. Find out what
governments are doing to protect themselves against illicit trade on a
legislative or technological level and what results they are achieving with the
measures implemented.

PRIVATE SECTOR: Discover what private initiatives exist today in the fight against
illicitly traded and counterfeit products and how to join and support them.

SECURITY SOLUTION PROVIDERS (SSP): Tracing online verification and
authentication of products are key to monitor supply chains and help secure
the integrity of supply chains. Find out the wide array of SSPs offering numerous
technologies, where they are being used and what results have been achieved
with them.

NEWS
The News section is the go-to newsstand for browsing trending news
on a wide range of topics such as illicit trade, counterfeit products, and
innovative technologies. News is updated regularly everyday, featuring
major articles in each industry around the world.

NEWS BY COUNTRY: Have a look at our dynamic map to discover the
latest news in every country. With globalization, opening borders and
e-commerce, it has become easier than ever for forgers to organize and
expand their business.

NEWS BY INDUSTRY: Discover how each industry is affected by counterfeit goods.

POLICY NEWS: Find out what legal steps, law enforcements, new policies
and government interventions are taking place to prevent illicit trade.

TECHNOLOGY NEWS: Discover the latest technological developments that
will help to disrupt illicit trade.

REPORTS
The Reports section, sharing the different available documents, dives into
further insight on the illicit economy.

REPORTS: Review reports published by established institutions.

INFOGRAPHIC REPOSITORY: Visit a collection of infographics highlighting key
numbers and statistics about the illicit economy.

ALL INITIATIVES: Recap all initiatives organized by governments and private
sectors, see how they protect themselves against illicit trade.

NEWSLETTER: Read our collection of monthly newsletters and view our
«highlights of the month» deepening trending topics. Stay connected by
subscribing to our newsletter!

WANT TO KNOW MORE AND
MEASURE YOUR KNOWLEDGE
ON ILLICIT TRADE?

VISIT WWW.FAKEALERT.COM

www.illicittrade.com

www.proveros.org

https://www.facebook.com/illicitmonitor/

Le Trési 6d
CH-1028 Préverenges
Switzerland

https://twitter.com/IllicitMonitor
https://www.instagram.com/illicitmonitor/
https://plus.google.com/116467686176335665055
https://flipboard.com/@hjschwab/illicit-trademonitor-ge34ur2vz

contact@proveros.org

